Short inland stroll from Rocha Brava

Distance: This walk can be 1/1½ hours

Disclaimer: This route was correct at time of writing. However, alterations can happen if development or boundary changes occur, and there is no guarantee of permanent access. These walks have been published for use by site visitors on the understanding that neither HPB Management Limited nor any other person connected with Holiday Property Bond is responsible for the safety or wellbeing of those following the routes as described. It is walkers’ own responsibility to be adequately prepared and equipped for the level of walk and the weather conditions and to assess the safety and accessibility of the walk.
Short inland stroll from Rocha Brava

Distance: This walk can be 1/½ hours

Choice of route give as a 1 hour or 1½ hour walk.

Start/car parking:
Holiday Property Bond Clubhouse

Note: It would be a great help to future walkers if you could record any inaccuracies you come across during this walk and report them to reception so that appropriate amendments can be made. Thank you for your help. Happy walking.

WALK

Turn left out of the main Rocha Brava Entrance, towards Carvoeiro and pass Julio’s restaurant, just after, turn right at the junction signposted to Vale do Milho Golf Course and follow the road uphill, passing the entrance to the Golf course on your right.

Continue to the T junction at the top of the estate and turn right, following the road which circles the Golf Course, ignore the right turn and the left fork which leads to a dead end and continue uphill past the Golf Course 3rd green. The road curves downhill and then uphill alongside the 4th hole, turn left at the 5th green into the “Clube Golfemar” site (NOT sign posted), then turn right at the junction from which one can see the Lighthouse in the distance.

Here you can either turn right and then come down to the Rocha Brava main entrance (1 hour walk) or:

Turn left and continue for approx ½km until reaching a shape bend in the road to the left, turn on to the track on your right, (where there is a couple of small sign posts, one says “Lagoa-Azul”), take the wider track on the right and after about 1 km this will bring you to a tarmac road, turn right and follow this road for about 1km, it will bring you back to the Rocha Brava main Entrance (about 1½ hour walk).

Happy walking.